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ANDREW ABRAMS PRESENTS AT GAS ASSOCIATION OF INDIA ‘SAFETEY 
SEMINAR 2017’ 

“Emerging Trends in Product Transportation & Safety” 
 
BANGALORE- LifeGuard Technologies Joint Venture Company, Global Passive Safety 
Systems India Pvt. LTD.  (LGT India, presented an important paper entitled “Increasing 
Product Transportation & Safety Through Passive Shutdown Systems – USA, Canada, India – 
Should You Adopt or Wait?” Executive Vice President, Andy Abrams, who presented this paper, 
concluded that a global trend towards passive safety – mandatory and voluntary – is sweeping 
across the industry. It has started with the most dangerous and is approaching the Cryogenic and 
Compressed Gas Industry – challenging the audience to ask themselves whether it should be 
adopted or if this is an issue that can wait? 

The conference entitled “Emerging Trends in Product Transportation & Safety” united 
compressed gas industry leaders from across Southern Asia. There they were able to address the 
recent advancements in infrastructure technology and discuss several new possibilities that have 
aroused. The gas industry with help from these advancements can begin to manage risks and 
boost the safety performance by presenting the work of member companies, showcase the new 
technologies from industry leaders as well as provide a ground report via direct experience 
sharing of drivers and transporters. 
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"It was a privilege to be designated as “an Honored Speaker” to give our presentation to such a 
broad based and esteemed group of industry leaders. Our objective was to challenge the 
traditional orthodoxy of instead waiting until accidents happen or governmental regulation 
compels increased safety protocol and make a ‘call to arms’ before accidents happen." said 
Andy Abrams, Executive Vice President, LifeGuard Technologies. 

“LifeGuard Technologies India has been at the forefront bringing the latest technology being 
used worldwide to India.”  said Suyash Gupta, Managing Director, GPSS India JV LGT. 
“Andy’s presentation furthers our goal of increasing safety to industry as India continues to 
rapidly grow.” 

 About LifeGuard Technologies 

LifeGuard Technologies is formed to take the next steps by providing, on a geographical basis, reliable, readily deployable and cost effective 
improvements in industrial safety. As the name declares we are a Global Company that is based upon the extensive experience of its founders and 
joint venture partners and believes that significant and measurable enhancements to industrial safety are achieved with deployment of “passive 
devices”. The essence of our mission is to increase the safety of all operations and facilities through the deployment of systems such as the 
"LifeGuard Safety Hose" and others.  

 

About Gas Association India 

 

Gas Industries Association (GIA) was established in 2007 by the leading industrial gases companies operating in India with the aim to promote 
safety, health, security & environmental awareness in industrial & medical gases industry. GIA	 aims	 to	 promote	 safety,	 health,	 security	 and	
environmental	 awareness	 in	 industrial	 (including	 specialty	 gases)	 and	medical	 gases	 industry.	 It	 aims	 to	minimize	 occupational	 injuries	 and	
illnesses,	avoid	environmental	damage,	assure	security	of	hazardous	materials	and	promote	continuous	improvement	in	these	areas.	GIA	is	also	
linked	with	all	major	global	gas	associations	with	similar	objectives.	With	its	associations	and	global	expertise	and	by	working	closely	with	Indian	
authorities,	GIA	intends	to	introduce	and	maintain	Global	Best	Practices	and	safety	guidelines	in	the	Industrial	gases	industry.		
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